Use of Pavement Marking Removal and Recessing Pay Items

### Pavement Marking and Cure Removal Pay Items

- “Rem Spec Mrkg” and “Rem Curing Compound, for Spec Mrkg”
  - Units of measurement: **Square Foot**
  - Symbol and legend areas located on PAVE-900
  - For removing all special or transverse markings, or removing the curing compound from new concrete ahead of surface-applied special or transverse marking placement
    - Includes:
      - Symbols
      - Legends
      - **Stop Bars**
      - **Crosswalks**
      - **Cross Hatching**
      - ** Turning Guide Lines**
      - Optical Speed Bars
      - Roundabout Yield Lines (12” wide, 3’ mark 3’ gap)
    - Other markings not covered under longitudinal

- “Pavt Mrkg, Longit, __, Rem”
  - Unit of measurement: Foot
  - Separated pay items by width (6” or less, >6”)
  - Used for most removals
  - For removal of lane lines, edgelines, centerlines, and gore markings **only**

- “Pavt Mrkg, Longit, Water Blasting, __, Rem”
  - Unit of measurement: Foot
  - Separated pay items by width (6” or less, >6”)
  - Used for removals on concrete surfaces that will remain in place
  - For removal of lane lines, edgelines, centerlines, and gore markings **only**

- “Rem Curing Compound, for Longit Mrkg, __ inch”
  - Unit of measurement: Foot
  - Separated pay items by width of longitudinal pavement marking to be placed
  - Used for removing curing compound from new concrete ahead of surface-applied pavement markings
  - For removal for lane lines, edgelines, centerlines, and gore markings **only**
Pavement Marking Recessing Pay Items

- “Recessing Pavement Markings, Longit”
  - Unit of measurement: Foot
  - Not dependent on marking width
  - For recessing lane lines, edgelines, centerlines, and gore markings only

- “Recessing Pavement Markings, Transv”
  - Unit of measurement: Square Foot
  - Symbol and legend areas located on PAVE-900
  - For recessing all special markings except turning guide lines
    - Includes:
      - Symbols
      - Legends
      - Stop Bars
      - Crosswalks
      - Cross Hatching
      - Optical Speed Bars
      - Roundabout Yield Lines (12” wide, 3’ mark 3’ gap)
      - Other markings not covered under longitudinal

- “Recessing Pav Mrkg, Turning Guide Line”
  - Unit of measurement: Square Foot
  - Quantity is affected by marking width
  - For recessing “turning blips” or other lane line extensions at intersections